ABSTRACT Research papers can be visualized as a networked information space that contains a collection of information entities, inter-connected by directed links, commonly known as citation graph. There is a possibility to enrich the citation graph with meaningful relations using semantic tags. We have discovered and evaluated more than 150 citations' reasons from the existing published literature to be represented as citation tags. Many of these reasons have overlapped and diffused meanings. Annotating such a large volume of citation graphs with citation's reasons manually is nearly impossible, giving rise to a need to discover the citation's reasons automatically with high accuracy. The first step towards this is developing a minimal set of citation's context and reasons that are disjoint in nature. It would be a great help to the reasoning system if these reasons are represented in a formal way in the form of an ontology. By adopting a welldefined scientific methodology to formulate an ontology of citation reasons, we have reduced 150 reasons into only eight disjoint reasons, using an iterative process of sentiment analysis, collaborative meanings, and experts' opinions. Based on our findings and experiments, we have proposed a citation's context and reasons ontology (CCRO) that provides abstract conceptualization required to organize citations' relations. CCRO has been verified, validated, and assessed by using the well-defined procedures and tools proposed in the literature for ontology evaluation. The results show that the proposed ontology is concise, complete, and consistent. For the instantiation and mapping of ontology classes on real data, we have developed a mapping graph among the verbs with predicative complements in the English Language, the verbs extracted from the selected corpus using the NLP and CCRO classes. Using this mapping graph, the mapping of ontology classes in each citation's sentiment is explained with a complete mapping on the selected dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network of Scientific Literature contains collection of information entities (research papers) inter-connected by a link structure. The link between research papers is defined as 'Citation' and this inter-connected network is known as 'Citation Graph'. In this graph representation, each paper becomes the node and their citation link becomes the edge between the nodes; the edge implies that the paper associated to the first node is cited by the paper at the other node (past to present in time domain), thus making a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The citation graph may contain valuable information regarding how a scholarly activity has evolved during its lifecycle. Today's citation graph mainly uses these citation links without showing any cognitive relationship between the nodes.
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Various researchers have defined different parameters to find relations among research papers. These parameters include keywords, title, authors, references, citations, contents etc. ''Citation Analysis'' is the study of citations and deals with the nature of citations and the relationship between the citing and the cited paper. There can be various context and reasons as to why an author chooses to cite another paper. Citations are different from references. A reference refers to the work mentioned in bibliography. A reference may be mentioned once or multiple times in an article. Each mention is known as citation and there can be two different context and reasons to cite the same reference. Using these context and reasons, there is a possibility to enrich citation graph with meaningful relations. Garfield [1] identified 15 reasons for citing references in his study and provided a valid indication about the importance of citation and importance of the nature of citation. These citation relations are not merely dumb links, as they can be annotated with semantic tags that are required to be identified, extracted, evaluated, visualized and preserved.
Currently, citation analysis techniques mainly deal with citation-counts. These techniques have matured towards a serious means to assess impact of a scholarly work, their applications have given rise to the criticism about the quality of simple counts [2] . Many researchers have performed experiments to examine the citation context for a deeper insight into the scientific knowledge instead of simple counts and have listed different reasons for citations. A detailed study reveals that there are more than 150 reasons mentioned in the literature to define a citation relationship among the articles.
According to a study to estimate the size of data need to be processed for citation graph in 2014 [3] , there are over 45 Million research papers in Microsoft Academic Research, over 55 Million in Web of Science and over 100 Million in Google Scholar. Annotating each citation in such a large volume citation data in one of the possible 150 reasons is nearly impossible. Moreover, the collected citation's reasons have overlapped and diffused meanings. Discovering these citation's reasons using machine algorithms will also result in very low accuracy. Thus, giving rise to a need to discover the citation's reasons automatically. To achieve this goal, first step is to develop a minimal set of citation's context and reasons that are disjoint in nature (if possible) and represent them in a formal way in the form of Ontology. A disjoint and formally defined set of citation's reasons can make machine algorithms and automated reasoners to identify these citation's reasons with high accuracy.
Using OWL2 ontologies [4] , it is now possible to encode bibliographic and citation data, document components and nature of individual citations into formal and machineinterpretable form. There have been many experiments and researches to encode various components of a scientific paper in a formal way including citations using ontologies. One of such efforts is SPAR (Semantic Publishing and Referencing) Ontologies. SPAR contains variety of different ontologies. One of the most relevant ontology to our research, was developed by Peroni and Shotton [5] and was introduced as CiTO, an ontology to assert and characterize bibliographic reference and citations. CiTO describes 41 properties, termed as T41, to define and annotate a citation with its reasons. Annotating 41 properties requires a huge cognitive effort, therefore, there is a need of a smaller set of properties to make it more effective.
Although a lot of research has been going on in general analysis of entities, the research to find relationship between them is not that common. Amit Sheth and his fellow researchers [13] believe that abstract conceptualization of these relationships can benefit several applications in the area of natural language processing, information extraction, machine learning and ontology engineering. In their paper, they have used the conceptual hierarchy that exits in English language verbs and categorized them in fundamental concepts based on their shared meaning and syntactic behavior to form an ontology, titled as 'CEVO -a Comprehensive EVent Ontology'. Using this concept, we have adopted a welldefined scientific methodology to formulate an ontology for citation's context and reasons. Initially, we have performed a survey to discover and list all possible citation's context and reasons defined by various authors over the last 50 years. Using an iterative process of sentiment analysis, collaborative meanings and experts' opinions, a minimal but comprehensive set of citation reasons has been formulated. Each reason in the set defines a unique citation link between research papers in a citation graph. This minimal set of reasons defines Citation's Context and Reasons Ontology (CCRO) classes. Using Stanford linguistic Levin's [6] inventory of English verbs and knowledge base, a mapping between the verbs used in a citation text by the author and the CCRO Classes provides a high-level abstraction by defining sets of semantically coherent verbs that correspond to the syntactic properties of each class.
Paper Organization: Section II evaluates the existing ontologies to formally define citations and their possible drawbacks. Section III outlines a well-defined methodology adopted to propose ontology that is 'CCRO' and its instantiation and mapping on real data. Section IV describes the experiments performed to develop ontology. Based on the results, section V defines a high-level abstraction for the proposed ontology at schema and instance level. Section VI evaluates the proposed ontology using automated tools and user study. Section VII describes experiments performed for ontology instantiation and Section VIII defines the mapping of proposed ontology on citation text with 'Positive', 'Negative' and 'Neutral' sentiment and its complete mapping on real data. Section IX explains future directions and discussions. Section X concludes the paper.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Automated processing of bibliographic and citations' data requires machine-interpretable metadata for publications and citations while the ontologies are required to encode these metadata elements. Semantic Publishing requires a lot more than just making the metadata available [5] . Some of the areas that require research are:
1. Development and adoption of semantic models (ontologies) that permits bibliographic and citation data in machine-interpretable form, is the core requirement in scholarly authoring and publishing. 2. Development of annotation tools to help the authors to enhance their documents using appropriate semantic assertions. Semantic based publishing applications provide customization of data and the content to reflect the user's needs of retrieval of relevant data with minimal effort. Using the new set of OWL2 ontologies [4] , bibliographic and citation data, document components and nature of individual citations can be structured. However, existing applications do not follow the basic principal of semantic based publishing 30424 VOLUME 7, 2019 as defined by Peroni and Shotton [5] . Our study reveals that such applications use metadata elements such as Authors & their affiliations, editors & their affiliations, publishing companies etc., and do not look for the citation reasons. We have examined various available ontologies to find one whether they provide options to record the citations reasons in a semantically meaningful way. Let's investigate them one by one.
A. BiRo
The Bibliographic Reference Ontology (BiRo) [7] , based on FRBR [8] describes individual bibliographic reference and its relationship to the cited article using two properties; 'is referenced by' and 'reference' with domain and range as 'endeavor' and 'bibliographic record' alternatively. As is clear from the meanings, both properties do not define the nature of relationship between the papers and the reason of citation.
B. C4O
The Citation Counting & Context Characterization Ontology (C4O) [7] keeps track of the number of citations that a paper has received using all possible external sources. The ontology claims to record the 'context of citation', however, this is a textual context, an in-text reference pointer of where the citation has been made. Its 'has context' property provides the place where a possible rhetorical motivation for citation exists but does not exploit the context for possible motivation or reasons of citation.
C. FaBio
The FRBR-aligned Bibliographic Ontology (FaBio) [5] mainly records publications such as books, magazines, journals and their content like algorithms, specifications, vocabularies or technical reports, that are published or in the process of being published, using semantic web descriptions. It is also based on FRBR [8] data model to interlink manifestations, items and expression and does not deal with the nature of links between them (citations).
D. DoCO
The Document Component Ontology (DoCO) [9] decomposes a research paper document into its structural and rhetorical components such as Abstract, Introduction, Results, Conclusion and Bibliography etc. and stores these components using RDF. The nature of a citation is the discourse element of a research paper and this ontology does not deal with it.
E. PRO
The Publishing Role Ontology (PRO) 1 stores the roles of agents such as people, organizations or groups involved in the publication process. It also records the time when a role assert. However, it does not deal with the citation or its nature.
1 http://purl.org/spar/pro/
F. PSO
The Publishing Status Ontology (PSO) 2 records the status of research paper document during its life cycle. It also records the time duration the document took to transit from one status to another and the people involved during that. This ontology also does not deal with citations.
G. SWAN SWAN 1.0 Discourse Ontology [10] is designed to create an ecosystems that can create, store, access, integrate and exchange semantic context of scientific papers especially in the field of Neuro-medicine and specifically Alzheimer Disease (AD). The ontology stores a research statement with three possible discourse elements: 'citeAsEvidence', ''citeLifeScienceEntity'' and 'citesReagent'. These discourse elements relate to each other using a set of relationships that are 'discusses', 'refutes', 'supports' and 'alternativeTo'. The ontology works fine in its intended domain but is not helpful in other domains.
H. CiTO
The Citation Typing Ontology (CiTO) [5] asserts and characterizes bibliographic references and citations. Citations have three characteristics 'direct & explicit', 'indirect' and 'implicit'. Based on biomedical researchers, the ontology describes citation nature in terms of the 'Factual' and 'Rhetorical' relationships and sub-divides them between 'Positive', 'Negative' and 'Neutral'. In total, there are 41 properties and are known as CiTO-Ps.
By examining above ontologies, it becomes clear that the ontology that comes closest to our research goals is CiTO. It defines the nature of citations for intelligent linking and reasoning. However, the characterizations defined by CiTO are very difficult for humans to understand and adopt. Ciancarini et al. [11] has summarized some problems in it after a careful analysis of both experimental data and subjects' feedback. Based on these and other experiments, some of the limitations in CiTO are:
1) LESS USED PROPERTIES
There are number of properties defined in CiTO-Ps that are never used. For instance, the properties defining negative reasons such as 'disagreesWith', 'disputes', 'parodies', 'plagiarizes', 'refutes', 'repliesTo', 'ridicules', etc. are used less frequently than neutral and positive ones [12] .
2) MOST USED NEUTRAL PROPERTIES
Some defined properties share different scholarly domains such as 'citesForInformation' and 'citesAsRelated'and are the most commonly used properties being the most neutral ones. Ciancarini et al. [11] revealed that these two properties are most commonly used even for those instances that can be defined in a more precise manner such as 'citesAsAuthority', 'citesAsDataSource', 'discusses', etc. 
3) LOWER INTER-RATER AGREEMENT
There are 41 properties in CiTO to define and annotate a citation for its reasons. Annotating 41 properties requires a huge cognitive effort. An experiment [11] between T41 and T10 was conducted where T41 uses all CiTO-Ps (CiTO Properties) and T10 uses only a subset of 10 CiTO-Ps. The experiment revealed that the smaller set of properties are more usable as compared to a full set for annotating citations between professors, academic researchers, postdoc and PhD students.
4) NON-TAXONOMIC ORGANIZATION OF CiTO-Ps
CiTO does not follow a taxonomic organization. Each property has its own mapping determined by the mental model. Some CiTO-Ps exhibit a similar model and can be clustered into a parent property.
5) CUSTOMIZED PROPERTIES
CiTO lacks support for customization. If an annotator does not find a property that perfectly fits her need; the annotator selects the property closest to her mental model. Latest CiTO release has targeted this issue by making the organization of the ontology (i.e., the TBox) static, while users are free to express their characterizations precisely, capturing details and tones.
6) MISINTERPRETATION OF PROPERTIES
There are some properties in CiTO that users normally misunderstand, or interpret them in different ways, making a clear indicator for the need of improvements [11] .
7) PROPERTIES PERSPECTIVE
CiTO properties conform to the annotator's perspective and not to the author's perspective. 'disagreesWith', 'disputes', 'parodies', 'plagiarizes', 'refutes', 'repliesTo', 'ridicules', etc. are some examples that only an annotator can use and not the author himself. An author of a scientific paper can better define a citation reason than the perception of an annotator. This change of perspective can make the citation reasons more semantically defined.
Based on biomedical researchers, CiTO describes the nature of citations in scientific research articles in terms of the factual and rhetorical relationships. However, there are number of problems, especially the large number of properties defined in CiTO and the fact that all classes have same weightage. Experiments have revealed that lesser number of properties has better cognitive value and a taxonomical hierarchy between these properties is required. Therefore, a requirement emerges for the development of an ontology that focuses on the author's perspective and has a lesser number of properties for better cognitive value. We have sketched a methodology to define this new semantic representation of citation reasons known as Ontology for Citation Reasons. Figure 1 displays the main process blocks of our adopted methodology. The methodology mainly consists of two blocks. First block (A, B) defines steps to develop the ontology itself whereas second block (C, D, E) outlines the steps to instantiate and map the ontology classes and properties on selected dataset. Details of individual processes are;
III. METHODOLOGY

A. CITATION'S CONTEXT AND REASONS
There have been several researches to find the impact of a citation [13] or to recognize the type of influence [14] a citation has. The first step in our methodology is to explore and list all such reasons and motivations found in the literature and classify them based on their sentimental context by classifying the listed reasons in 'Positive', 'Negative' and 'Neutral' contexts with the help of a domain expert.
B. CLUSTER REASON CLASSES WITH TITLES
The collected citation reasons are large in number and have overlapped and diffused meanings. Next step is to cluster the citation reasons with similar and disjoint meanings (if possible) with the help of experts' opinion and name them with a title exhibiting their collaborative meanings and constituting motivations. These set of classes will formulate the basis of our proposed ontology.
C. DATA SET
We have used a specific version of AAN dataset as an input for the instantiation in our experiments. ACL Anthology Network (AAN) [15] is a comprehensive, manually curated dataset that houses all papers published by ACL and Computational Linguistics journal over a period of four decades. Athar [16] developed a new annotated corpus of more than 8,700 citation sentences based on AAN, labelled with 'Citing Paper ID', 'Cited Paper ID', 'Citation Text' and its 'Sentiment Polarity' as 'Positive', 'Negative' or 'Neutral'.
D. EXTRACT VERBS
Several toolkits are available that can successfully recognize and tag part-of-speech verb clauses and link them with knowledge base [17] . After a small survey of these toolkits, we have selected Stanford NLP [18] for experiment as it best suits our requirements. The process to tag and extract verbs from a citation text has three steps. The first step uses the POS Tagger to tag part-of-speech 'Verbs' in complete dataset. Next step uses Lemmatization and Stemming alternatively to convert verbs into its basic form. In the last step, unique verbs and their frequencies in the complete dataset is calculated. As the dataset contains citation texts available in all 3 sentiment polarities, therefore, all the extracted verbs are analyzed against the sentiment polarity of their parent citation texts.
E. MAP ONTOLOGY CLASS
A Stanford linguistic Beth Levin [6] provided an inventory of English verbs and organized it in a knowledge base. He defined two distinct verb categories in English language that are 'transformation and creation' and 'change of the state' and subsume several verbs. The complete inventory contains 230 classes and over 3000 English verbs distributed among the defined classes. The class we are interested in is 'Verbs with Predicative Complements' and has eight subclasses with a unique set of properties and a collaborative meaning.
Using this knowledge base and the extracted verbs in each sentiment, a mapping graph can be formulated that provides a high level of abstraction on reason classes. Based on citation context, one such property can be attributed to multiple classes. Therefore, the combination becomes a graph rather than a tree where one individual verb can belong to multiple classes based on citation's sentiment, making the classes semantically coherent. Now the next step is to assign a citation text a reason class. After finding the sentiment of a citation, the dominant verb is extracted is extracted using NLP techniques. Using this information, the citation text is mapped onto a citation reason class with the help of formulated Mapping Graph.
IV. EXPERIMENTS TO DEVELOP ONTOLOGY
In order to develop ontology, two different experiments are required. First is to find, list and classify citation reasons available in the literature using sentiment analysis techniques. Second is to cluster the surveyed citation reasons based on meanings and motivations within their respective sentiments with the help of experts. These experiments are performed by following the methodology explained in the previous section and their results are described in the coming sub sections.
A. CITATION'S CONTEXT AND REASONS
We have collected around 150 citation reasons after studying the available literature (1965 -2018) about the possible reasons of why a research paper is cited. These citation reasons have overlapped and diffused meanings and have different context. Sentiment analysis is a form of opinion mining with positive, negative or neutral opinions [16] . Citation reasons are important to formulate opinions and a sentiment value of a citation reason can provide a clear indication of the author's opinion. Therefore, using well-defined sentiment analysis techniques, we have broadly categorized them in three distinct context classes; 'Positive', 'Negative' and 'Neutral'as outlined in Table 1 .
B. CLUSTER CITATION REASONS
In order to cluster citation reasons based on the meanings and constituting motivations, a group of experts that VOLUME 7, 2019 consists of four experts in English Linguistics (2 Lecturers and 2 MS Students), created clusters of citation reasons within each sentiment class with inter-rate agreement of 80% based on their syntactic relevancy and semantic coherence. The study revealed that there are three clusters in 'Positive', three in 'Negative' and two in 'Neutral' sentiments. Afterwards, an appropriate title was assigned to each cluster along with the collaborative meaning as shown in Table 2 . Figure 2 is a graphical representation of the formulated clusters.
V. CITATION'S CONTEXT AND REASONS ONTOLOGY
Based on the above experiments and their results, we have defined 'Citation's Context and Reasons Ontology -CCRO', both at the schema and instance level. CCRO defines a taxonomical hierarchy of eight object properties distributed among three main sentiment-based reasons. Using the ontology concept, a citation can have 'Positive', 'Negative' or 'Neutral' context or sentiment with a possibility of being a part of one of its constituent properties. Figure 3 describes classes and object properties for Ontology for Citation Reasons. The name-space used is ''http://ccropus'' for CCRO and is abbreviated as ccro. 
A. CCRO CLASSES
Base class of CCRO is a 'Paper' that corresponds to any type of research document such as a book, conference paper, journal article, presentation, report or thesis etc. It has VOLUME 7, 2019 two subclasses 'ccro:CitingPaper' and 'ccro:CitedPaper'. 'ccro:CitingPaper' is any document that refers to another document whereas the document being referred is the 'ccro:CitedPaper'. Each citing paper consists of citation texts that are structured around main verbs. Two classes 'ccro:Citation' and 'ccro:MainVerb' define this concept. 'ccro:MainVerb' refers to the words with part of speech as verb and is equivalent to the class of main verb in OLiA 3 ontology, an annotation model based on morphology.
B. CCRO OBJECT PROPERTIES
CCRO defines Object Properties in a hierarchy with three main properties 'ccro:consitsOf', 'ccro:isStructuredAround' and 'ccro:Cites'. 'ccro:consitsOf' defines citation text with domain 'ccro:CitingPaper' and range 'ccro:Citation'. As defined earlier, each citation text is structured around a main verb, thus 'ccro:isStructuredAround' is used for the said purpose with a domain 'ccro:Citation' and range 'ccro:MainVerb'.
Third property is a hierarchy of properties that starts with a coarsely defined citation reason and then incrementally it becomes more defined at each level. All properties in the hierarchy have similar domain and range that is 'ccro:CitingPaper' and 'ccro:CitedPaper' respectively. The hierarchy has three levels. At the base level is the property 'ccro:Cite' that defines any generic reason for citation. The next level decomposes the nature of citation based on sentiment with three classes that are:
All the above three properties are disjoint in nature whereas positive and negative reason classes are inverse of each other. The third level defines cognitive reason property based on our experiments. These properties are distributed among different sentiments and refer to a specific type of reason that is associated with an English verb category in the dictionary with shared meanings and syntactical behavior. There are eight properties, first three are sub properties of positive, next three are of negative and last two are of neutral reasons. These properties are
C. CCRO INSTANCE LEVEL
After defining the schema level classes and properties, the next step is to encode a mapping between the extracted individual English verbs and the corresponding reason classes 3 http://nachhalt.sfb632.uni-potsdam.de/owl/olia.owl using the developed dictionary. We instantiate each English verb at the instance level with a 'ccro:MainVerb' class and then map the verb with associated reason property. For example, two of the most common verbs used in ACL Anthology Network Citation Data are 'Use' and 'Describe'. These two verbs will be initially instantiated as 'ccro:MainVerb'. Next, using the sentiment polarity of the citation in which these verbs are used, a mapping connects the citations to their corresponding reason classes. It should be noted here that each individual verb can be associated with several reasons based on the context (sentiment) in which that verb is used.
Definition (Verb ''V''): V verb is an instance of 'ccro:MainVerb' class and refers to 'any reason for citing' based on the sentiment of the citation text in which it is used.
A small example, shown in Figure 4 , describes two verbs when used in different sentiments, with reference to their corresponding classes and Figure 5 shows the graphical representation of the example.
D. CCRO CITATION GRAPH
Scientific literature can be visualized as a networked information space that contains a collection of information entities inter-connected by a link-structure. In this interconnected network, scientific papers are 'information entities' and their links are defined as citations. A citation graph represents the network where each paper becomes the node and their citation link becomes the edge between the nodes. Citation link also implies that the citation graph is a directed graph where one paper cites the paper at the other node. CCRO classes define the edge between these nodes making citation graph a semantic graph where each edge is represented using an RDF triple as shown in Figure 6 .
VI. ONTOLOGY EVALUATION
Ontologies can be evaluated on their syntactic and semantic structure and is normally referred as content-based evaluation. There are two methods available to evaluate an ontology, one is using automated evaluation tools and other is by userstudy. To evaluate the proposed ontology, both the approaches are used.
A. AUTOMATED TOOL EVALUATION
Various automated evaluation tools can evaluate contents of the ontology for checking the syntax of the language used to describe the ontology. In our experiment, we have Table 3 .
B. USER STUDY EVALUATION
To evaluate proposed ontology based on user study, a questionnaire was designed using the outline provided by [48] and [49] . The questionnaire deals with 'Incomplete Concept Classification', 'Disjoint Knowledge Omission', 'Exhaustive Knowledge Omission' and 'Scientific Knowledge Omission'. Each area contains two questions. First, a binary Yes or No question asking if the issue exists or not, and second is a descriptive question based on the answer of the first. Domain experts with vast experience in Digital Library, NLP and Computational Linguistics evaluated the ontology using the prescribed questionnaire. recommendations, the updated ontology is now publicly available at https://github.com/imranihsan/CCRO.
VII. ONTOLOGY INSTANTIATION
After the development and evaluation of proposed ontology, next step is to formulate experiments for instantiation of ontology classes and properties on real data. Using the methodology, two more experiments are performed. First is to extract the unique verbs from selected dataset with their frequencies and their distribution across all three sentiments [50] . The second experiment is to instantiate and map the extracted verbs on reason classes using Levin's knowledge base.
A. EXTRACT UNIQUE VERBS
The POS Tagger can read a text string and assign parts of speech to each word such as noun, verb, adjective etc. We developed an application that read the ACL Anthology Network (AAN) [15] dataset line by line. Each line contains a citation text. After applying lemmatization and stemming, POS Tagger tagged verbs in six different forms.
1. VB Verb, base form 2. VBD Verb, past tense 3. VBG Verb, gerund or present participle 4. VBN Verb, past participle 5. VBP Verb, non-3rd person singular present 6. VBZ Verb, 3rd person singular present Once the tagging was complete, a simple algorithm found the unique verbs and calculated their frequency (No of times used in the complete dataset). The results showed that there were 389 unique verbs present. To find the accuracy of the results, we randomly selected five sets of 100 citation texts each and asked our language experts to mark the verbs. The experiment revealed that the accuracy of automated verb extraction application was 88.25%. Results also suggested that verb 'use' is the most common verb used by the authors with a frequency of 3425. Figure 7 shows verbs with frequency greater than 200 within AAN dataset.
After finding the frequency of verbs in complete dataset, next step is analyzing the distribution of these verbs in different sentiments. Using the sentiment polarity information available in selected dataset, each verb frequency was checked in citation texts with 'Positive', 'Negative' and 'Neutral' sentiments. The dataset contains 829 citation texts with 'Positive' sentiment, 280 with 'Negative' sentiment and 7627 with 'Neutral' sentiment. The resultant distribution for high occurrence verbs is shown in Figure 8 .
B. MAP ONTOLOGY CLASS
Levin's lexical knowledge defines each English verb class using two characteristics: 'semantically coherent' and 'shared syntactic behavior'. Semantically coherent means the verbs exhibit unique properties that have shared meanings. An individual verb can be associated to multiple classes depending upon context in which it is used, thus making the relationship a graph rather than a tree. Whereas shared syntactic behavior describes verb in terms of expression and interpretation. Verbs that share meaning exhibit similar syntactic behavior [51] .
Using this conceptual hierarchy of verb classes, we defined a mapping graph. The unique properties and collaborative meaning of each verb class correspond to each citation class that has similar collaborative properties. Each verb can have 'Positive', 'Negative' or 'Neutral' sentiment based on its context. Therefore, we have visualized each verb in all three sentiments making them semantically coherent. A complete mapping of the classified verbs based on Levin Conceptual Hierarchy and Citation Cognitive Classes formulated the mapping graph. A group of four English Linguistics experts (2 Lecturers and 2 MS Students) formulated the dictionary. Figure 9 represents a partial representation of this mapping graph.
Next each citation text was read from dataset along with its sentiment polarity and using similar NLP techniques defined earlier, dominant verb was extracted from each citation text. With a help of mapping dictionary, the selected verbs were mapped onto one or more ontology class, formulating a cognitive relationship between citing and cited paper. A complete mapping procedure in all 3 sentiments is shown next.
VIII. ONTOLOGY MAPPING
Based on the developed ontology, we present here three mappings on selected citation texts from the ACL Anthology Network Dataset with 'Positive', 'Negative' and 'Neutral' citation context. Additionally, we use NIF 6 (NLP Interchange Format) and BiRO 7 (Bibliographic Reference Ontology) vocabularies to annotate the citations. Figure 10 shows two citation texts with a Positive sentiment. The first ID is the citing paper and the second ID is the cited paper. Citation#1 is structured around the verb 'describe' and Citation#2 around the verb 'add'. Both the citations share a similar meaning in the sense that both are incorporating other algorithms in their research. Based on the developed dictionary, annotating these two citation texts via CCRO leads us to obtain the reason as 'ccro:Incorporate'. Figure 11 describes two citations with a negative sentiment. Citation#3 is structured around the verb 'outperform' and Citation#4 around the verb 'work'. Both the citations share a similar meaning as both are negating existing work. Based on the developed dictionary, annotating these two citation texts via CCRO generates 'ccro:Negate'. Figure 12 also shows two citations with a neutral sentiment. Citation#5 is structured around the verb 'describe' and Citation#2 around the verb 'come'. Both the citations share a similar meaning in the sense that both are discussing existing works as literature review. Based on the developed dictionary, annotating these two citation texts via CCRO leads us to obtain the reason class as 'ccro:Discuss'.
A. POSITIVE CITATION REASONS MAPPING USING CCRO
B. NEGATIVE CITATION REASONS MAPPING USING CCRO
C. NEUTRAL CITATION REASONS MAPPING USING CCRO
D. CCRO MAPPING
Using the techniques defined above, complete citation texts available in ACL Anthology Network Dataset are mapped using the developed ontology. Texts in the selected corpus are labelled with 'Positive', 'Negative' and 'Neutral' sentiments. Experts in English Linguistics labelled the citation texts using CCRO classes with inter-rater agreement of above 90%. Figure 13 shows the CCRO mapping on ACL Anthology Network dataset with 9% Positive, 3% Negative and 88% Neutral citation reasons. Kindly note the defined ontology is not corpus dependent and can be mapped to any dataset.
IX. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Semantic interlinking between the research papers can play an important role. With a citation graph enriched with citation reasons, it is possible to infer the evolution of a research area over time, measure relations between research areas and trace the influence of ideas that appear in the literature. In order to achieve this a well-defined methodology has been formulated to define the Citation's Context and Reasons Ontology. The methodology also describes how to instantiate and map the ontology on existing literature. By finding the sentiment and the dominant verb of a citation text, the Mapping Graph can easily annotate citations with reason classes.
Once these ontology classes are visualized, a publishing system can be developed that help authors to mention the citation reasons at the time of authoring a research article, where In Future, we are working on an automated system to annotate the citation link with CCRO classes using content-based citation analysis and machine learning algorithms. We are also working on semantic based LaTeX authoring tool that can integrate CCRO classes within the cite function that can be defined by the author himself at the time of writing a research paper.
X. CONCLUSION
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